INTRODUCTION
Fraud long has been known to be one of the most troublesome issues on the Internet, with digital advertising increasingly one of its prime victims (Edelman, 2014; Interactive Advertising Bureau, 2015; Springborn and Barford, 2013) . The Association of National Advertisers (ANA) in late 2015 estimated that marketers will waste as much as $7 billion globally in 2016, buying online advertisements that people do not see. 1 Fraudsters succeed by creating their own websites and using fake audiences to attract advertisers or by charging legitimate publishers to direct invalid traffic to their sites. The ANA findings showed that display and video advertisements bought using automated systems are a big part of the problem, and they have a significantly higher level of fraud compared with advertisements that were purchased directly through human sales forces. ANA chief Bob Liodice criticized the industry for being slow to take action and urged it to do more to fix the vexing problem. 1 Another way in which fraud is affecting the digital advertising industry is by creating demand for ad blockers. This happens because the display advertisement ecosystem has permitted third-party software to run in some advertisement slots. That leeway, however, has allowed malicious code to be run in advertisements, resulting in users getting infected with viruses and malware. The use of ad blockers then becomes a simple and secure way for consumers to protect themselves, making it increasingly difficult for marketers to communicate directly with them.
Faced with these challenges, smart marketers need to respond in a variety of creative and sophisticated ways to ensure they can still reach their target segments in a cost-effective manner. Baseline: Fraud in Digital Advertising." Retrieved March 9, 2016, (Flosi, Fulgoni, and Vollman, 2013) .
"The Bot
Beyond not having an impact, this IVT also undermines the integrity of every other performance and effectiveness metric. If IVT isn't eliminated from measurement, then all key performance indicators are adversely infected.
IVT can be defined as traffic to a website that is generated-either intentionally or unintentionally-by invalid sources. Eliminating it requires identifying all of the variations of IVT and deploying measurement that continuously evolves as new types of invalid activity surface in the digital ecosystem. Types of IVT include
• traditional bots: systems designed to mimic human users and drive up advertising impressions;
• adware and browser "hijacks": software that makes html or "ad calls" without the user's knowledge. The malware running on the user's device (laptop, tablet, etc.) redirects the user experience to achieve the tamperer's goal-making money from fake traffic;
• ad injectors: programs that maliciously insert advertisements into websites where they don't belong;
• domain laundering: low-quality sites that impersonate a high-quality publisher to steal advertisement sales;
• data-center traffic: originating from data-center devices without human users. 
Numbers, Please
Advertisers, agencies, and publishers alike feel the pain of IVT while the fraudsters benefit.
For media buyers, the negatives include
• wasted advertisement spending and decreased return on investment (ROI);
• lack of transparency into the drivers of performance; and thedrum.com/news/2015/08/14/someuk-s-biggest-advertisers-are-coming-together-establishcommon-definition-ad to note that the study found that the overall rate of fraud remained high-basically unchanged over the two-year periodreflecting the reality that fake web traffic continues to plague the digital advertising industry. were more vulnerable to bots as these platforms provide a stronger economic incentive for botnet operators to commit fraud.
Display media with CPMs exceeding $10 had 39 percent higher bot levels than lower CPM media. Video advertisements with CPMs above $15 had 173 percent higher bot levels than lower-priced media. Business." (2016, January 19 These also are referred to as out-of-view impressions.
"Bogus Web Traffic Continues to Plague the Ad
• The second way is if the advertisements are delivered to IVT. Additionally, marketers have taken other steps in response to transparency concerns:
• 62 percent requested detailed campaign guidelines and reporting from agency partners to ensure IVT fraud is being measured;
• 51 percent aggressively updated socalled "blacklists" of fraudulent sites;
• 45 percent targeted "whitelists" of low IVT sites;
• 42 percent purchased inventory through private marketplaces that media companies have created and where fraud levels are known to be lower.
"Almost a Quarter of Unilever's $8 Billion Ad Budget
Is Now Spent on Digital." (2016, January 28) . Retrieved March 9, 2016 , from Business Insider website: http:// www.businessinsider.com/unilever-digital-advertisingbudget-up-to-24-2016 Native-branded content likely will be immune to ad blockers because the blocking software targets known ad servers (native content doesn't use ad servers).
Therefore, it's to be expected that the use of branded content by marketers will increase.
Other beneficiaries likely will be Facebook 9 "Google will slap big red warning on legit sites hosting bad ads." (2016, February 4 
